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Risk communication -- the exchange of real-time information, advice and opinions 
between experts and people facing threats to their health, economic or social well-being.
Basic considerations for a successful presentation include:
• Begin with a purpose and objective to ensure that your team will start on the same 
page and know what the meaning of success looks like
• Consider first the communicator – their confidence in the issue and their values, how 
will the audience perceive the speaker? 
• Tackle the complexities of science to get to your message and then back it up into an 
understandable key message that the general population can follow and perhaps 
embrace
• Risk communication must be a dialog with the goal of building consensus, you won’t 
get there with a monolog
(Lundgren, Regina E and McMakin Andrea H, 2018)
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• Rapidly changing Science, yielding uncertainty in results (knowledge changes 
with time)
• Lack of  federal standards and consensus among regulatory agencies (trust)
• Frequently the focus of what ”you hear” is on toxicity or hazard (the health 
effects of chemical x), and does not provide the balancing information of the 
likelihood and/ or magnitude of  exposure in daily activities – tying to risk 
assessment concepts if there is little or no exposure then there is little to no 
possibility of harm





Key Messages & Objectives - Share Early & Often
The goal of defining key messages is to Ease Public Concern via statements specifically about 
the risk, what is being done, and to give guidance on how to respond and take precautions, 
if necessary.
When developing key messages:
• Think freely and jot down all pieces of information you wish to communicate
• Identify the most important ideas. Repeat the process until your list is down to three items
• Keep them simple and straightforward in presentation but not in content
• Deliver with brevity and clarity
• State your conclusions first, then provide supporting data
• Stick to the facts of what has, is, and will be done 
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• Scientific information will be more useful to the audience if the information 
provided is easily understood
‒ A discussion of statistical probabilities and how they translate into a “relatively minimal-risk 
scenario for the average citizen” might be fine for scientists, but for the general public such a 
discussion will only confuse the issue and fail to meet the goals of informing and easing concerns.
• If the risk is low, say, “the risk to the public is low” 
• Stay on message, repeat your key messages throughout the discussion
• Raise your points often enough that your audience leaves with a clear 
understanding of the message you wanted them to hear --not word by word but 
say the same message in a variety of ways
• The key messages are points you want your public to have in mind after the 
meeting.
Key Messages & Objectives-Share Early & Often
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In risk communication, trust is the currency of transaction. Trust is the “assured reliance 
on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or something” (Websters, 2019).
Five Rules for Building Trust and Credibility:
1)  Accept and involve the public as a partner
2)  Appreciate the public’s specific concerns 
3)  Be honest and open. Once lost, trust and 
credibility are almost impossible to regain
4)  Work with other credible sources 
5)  Meet the needs of the media 
Relationship Building to Earn & Gain Trust
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• Tools to establish this trust include communicating early often and 
fully, don’t plan to just show up once and either not meet the key 
community leaders prior to your presentation or to not follow up
• Always know how information was gathered and conclusions reached 
• Building knowledge on emerging contaminants as information 
becomes available is common as the science is often rapidly changing
• Therefore, a balance of timing (getting information out before 
perception rules) and ensuring accuracy is critical
Relationship Building to Earn & Gain Trust
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• Don’t shy away from being the expert however, don’t give the 
impression that you, alone, are the authority on the issues 
being raised or the sole decision-maker.
• Speak the truth, practice your key messages so that the 
community understands your sincerity and conviction to the 
issue, without repeating yourself over and over.
• While sharing your expertise is critical to your credibility, make 
sure to define all technical terms and acronyms. Don’t use 




• Risk Communication is not effective unless you acknowledge the public perspectives 
and try to understand how they understand the issue 
– Detection of an emerging contaminant in the water supply 
 There will be different understanding of what has been communicated.
• You may have understood that the health department has released written 
information for example to all residents, however, many residents will have not 
received or will not have the same understanding of the information 
• Recognize that when people perceive themselves at risk, their ability to hear and 
process information decreases dramatically, estimated to be 80% less retention than 
normal
Do the Work - Understand the Target
Audience and Their Point of View
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• Knowing your audience also takes some basic understanding of
– Who they are, where are they from?
– What are their interests and concerns?
– What are their likely perceptions and biases?
– Will they be receptive or resistant or even hostile ?
• Give the audience something to take away, use of key messages helps 
the audience to remember the important points
Do the Work - Understand the Target
Audience and Their Point of View
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Be Open About What You Know & What You Don’t Know
Remember Perception is Reality
• If done properly, risk communication ideally educates and informs. Crucial to this success is giving people the 
chance to express their concerns, and ask questions.
• Scientific uncertainty adds complication to providing reliable 
and meaningful information for many hazards and risks
• The public often believes that scientific findings are or should 
be precise, repeatable, and reliable. 
• An audience question such as, “If you’re not certain, how can 
we know we’re being protected?” is not a question about data, 
it’s about personal and family safety. That is the issue to be 
addressed.
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Special Considerations for 
Emerging Contaminants / Summary
Keep in mind the importance of knowing your communication limits, experts believe 
that public outrage is greater when hazards are: (Gamhewage G., 2014)
•  Unfamiliar and/or new
•  Involuntary
•  Affects future generations
•  Cannot be seen or otherwise sensed
•  Catastrophic in consequence
•  Unfair in the distribution of harm and benefits
•  Potentially fatal
With Emerging Contaminants, many of these factors may come into play.
People do 3 things – take in, process and act on information differently. 
Questions?
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